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1. Introduction 
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ln this paper we consider a decomposition of graphs. The reader 
is referred to [4J for any term not defined below. Let G be an 
undirected graph with 'V points and q lines without loops or mu1tiple 
lines. We denote the set of al points of G by V(G). G is called a 
regular graph of degree r if al points have the same degree r. A 
regular graph of degree r is called the complete graph， denoted by Kt'， 
if r = 'V -1. A connected graph with c十 pointsand c lines is a 
complete bipartite graph and is called a claw of degree c. 
The decomposition of graphs plays an important role in the combi-
natorial theory of design of experiments. A balanced incomplete block 
design (BIBD) has been investigated by many authors[1，2，3，6]. In 
the book[5J many resu1ts are appeared. BIBD on 'U points with 
block size k and index unity may be considered as a partition of the 
lines of the complete graph Kl' into complete subgraphs， each having 
k points. Since BIBD is a partition of lines， itmay be called a 
design with respect to line. 
In this paper we consider a design with respect to point like a 
design with respect to line. A design with respect to point is a partition 
of the points of graph into complete subgraphs， each having the same 
number of points. A necessary condition for the existence of a design 
with respect to point wil1 be given. Several resu1ts will also be given. 
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2. Definition and a necessary condition 
DEFINITION. Let K" be a complete graph on a set 01 k points. 
Then a graph G is sαid to have point-disjoint K，-decomposition 了
V(G) =VV(K"Ca))， V(K"ca))f'iV(K"Cβ)) = o (αキs)，
a 
where K"Ca) is isomorphic to K"・
A point-disjoint K，-decomposition of G gives a design with respect 
to point having block size k. The following example illustrates a 
decomposition. 
EXAMPLE 1. A point-disjoint Kz-decomposition of the graph G in 
Fig. 1 isas follows: 
{Ph Pz， P3， P4， Ps， P6} = V(K2(l)にノV(K2(2)にノV(K/3))，
where Kz(1)， K/2)， and K2(3) is the complete subgraphs given in Fig. 2. 
PI 
P2 P6 
PS P5 
p" 
Fig. 1. Graph in Example 1 
Pl P3 P6 
/ ¥ 
P2 P. P5 
Kk1) Kk2) Kk3) 
Fig. 2. Complete subgraphs of the graph in Fig. 1 
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Now we give a necessary condition in the following. 
THEORE:¥1 1. Let 'P be the number 01 points 01 G， i.e.， I V(G) I =v. 
Let di be the degree 01 the i-th point 01 G. Then a necessary 
condition that G has point-disjoint Kk-decomposition is 
(i) k is a lactor 01 v， 
(i) diとk-llor each i. 
PROOF. The condition (i) is obviously necessary. Since each point 
is contained in a complete subgraph， say K/a)， and since the degree 
of the point in the Kk(a) is k・1，it follows that the degree of this 
point in G is not less than k-1. Hence we obtain the condition 
(i) . 
For k = 1， since Kj is a single point， any graph has always point-
disjoint Kj-decomposition. However， when k二三2，we shall observe by 
an example that Conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 1 are not always 
sufficien t.
EXAMPLE 2. Consider a claw G of degree 3 (v=4) in Fig. 3. 
If we consider k二 2，then “k = 2" satisfies Conditions (i) and (i) in 
G. However， we can check easily that G does not have point-disjoint 
K2-decom posi tion. 
Fig. 3. Claw G of degree 3 
3. Sufficient conditions 
In this section we shall give two theorems. 
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THEOREM 2. If the originl graph G is Kv， then G has point-
disjoint Kt，-decomposition for any factor k of Z'. 
PROOF. Put v二えkand partition V(G) into A subsets of k points each. 
Then the induced subgraph of G for each subset is obviously a 
complete graph K". Thus G has point-disjoint K.t-decomposition. 
Consider a graph Gノ de白nedas follows: (1) There is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the points in G/ and the 1ines in G. (2) 
There is a 1ine joining two points in G/ when their corresponding 
1ines in G are incident with a common point. G〆 iscalled the 1ine 
graph of G and is denoted by L(G). The line graph of the graph 
(c1aw of degree 3) in Fig. 3 is， for example， K3' We prove 
THEOREM 3. Let 7' be a positive integer and let c be a factor of 
(~) satisfying v注2c. Tlzen L(K，) has point-disjoint K c-decomposition. 
PROOF. 1t is shown by[7J that K" can be decomposed into a union 
of 1ine-disjoint claws of degree c each. In this decomposition we 
denote the set of al line-disjoint c1aws of degree c by L= {Gt. Gz， 
…， Gd， where A =(2)/C. Let E(Ga) be the set of al 1ines of Ga 
for α= 1ム..'，A We can see easily that the line graph of a c1aw of 
degree c isa complete graph K c' It is also seen easily that V(L(Ga)) 
iiV(L (Gβ)) =9 holds for Ga and Gβin L(αキ戸). Furthermore， 
λ 
since ¥.ノ E(Ga)is the set of al lines of the complete graph K"， we 
a=1 
λ 
have lノ V(L(Ga))=V(L(Kv))' This completes the proof. 
a=1 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider K6 on point set {Pt. Pz. P3， P4. Ps， P6} and c 
=3. Then c is a factor ofO)=15. Let L={uij/1ζiくjζ6}，
w here u i j is the 1ine j oining p i and p j' Then L can be decom posed 
into disjoint five subsets: 
L=E1 人ノ Ez にノ E3¥.ノ E4 ¥.ノ Es. 
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where El = {U12， U13， U16}， E2= {U23， U24， U26} ， E3= {U34. U35. U:J6} ， E4= 
{U14， U4S， U46} and Es = {U1S， U25， US6}. Note that the graphical structure 
of each Ea is a claw of degree 3. The line graph of K6 whose point 
set is L can be decomposed as seen in Fig. 4， where we note that 
each part in Fig. 4 is K3・
U12 U2:1 U34 U 14 U15 
〈ss^^
U13 U16 U24 U26 U35 U36 U45 U46 U2S U56 
Fi~. 4. Decomposition of the line graph of K6 
4. Miscellaneous results 
THEOREM 4. If a graph G has point-disjoint Kt-decomposition， then 
G has point-disjoint Kt-decomposition for any factor t of k. 
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2. 
In the following we consider a graph having a hamiltonian path 
which is defined to be an alternating sequence of points and lines 
that meets every point exactly once. 
THEORE:¥1 5. Suppose tlze number 7' of points in G is even. Then 
if G has a hamiltonian path， G has point-disjoint Kz-decomposition. 
PR∞F. Let Ph Xh P2， PV-l ，Xv， p"， be a hamiltonian path in G， 
where Pt denotes the ・thpoint and X i denotes the line joining Pi 
and Pi -1. Since l' is even， we have 
V(G) = V(Kρ)) V V(Kρ)) V ・ V V(K2CV/2)， 
where V(K2(i)ニ {PZi-10 P2;} is the set of adjacent points for 1， 
2，…;l.'j2. Thus G has point-disjoint K2-decomposition. 
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